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Told in a deadpan style, this Kindle Single skewers the self-promoting, self-loving worst of the

self-help movement, offering several nuggets of "wisdom" such as "The journey of life is like

climbing a mountain. You may have to push people off to reach the top, but the view makes it all

worthwhile." Based on a series of interviews with self-perfection guru Jim Hoenfhmfjn (pronounced

"Hinfmfn"), Awaken Your Perfect Self introduces the listener to Jim's philosophies in 15

easy-to-digest life lessons. Learn how to put yourself before others, take instead of give, and stop

being a follower and become a leader. Propel your life forward and achieve ultimate success - start

perfecting yourself today!
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Well.. 3 Stars.The title of the book is not exactly what it says. I thought it teaches you something

about yourself. How to become.... Whatever.. But Instead, It has many little interesting stories about

an experience of a man who escorted Some other man. a very Trickey man who take advantage of

people and using them for his every need.The whole idea of the book is how that man was watching

the other man in action and learning from him how to use people and so on..What does it mean for

us, The readers? I am not sure. I don't think none of us would like to be rude or take advantage of

people like that man in these stories. Not at all! -So.. I don't really know..Anyway, I gave it 3 stars

because after all it's not a bad book. It's kind of interesting. I would not use ANY of this man's

behaviour's as an example for my life, But it was interesting to read it.. Sometimes Crazy..

Sometimes funny.. Just a nice book. :)



It's about time someone wrote a piece like this. It's a first rate comic slice and dice of the great

conning of the American people that is the so-called self-help movement.I laughed my butt off

reading this Kindle Single. The author does a great job showing up the inane platitudes of the self

help movement for what they are -- dumb!Though the author doesn't mention the lines specifically,

he shines a light on the idiot philosophies that "Everything happens for a reason" and "It's all

good."Of course, Americans don't get satire as a general rule, and these days too few of them can

get in touch with their sense of humor through the pharmaceutical haze.Anyway, this is laugh out

loud funny and right on the mark. Best 99 cents I ever spent.Uke Jackson

I thought this was a really affordable self help book with an odd title. But for the price and the fact I

was new to ebooks, I decided to give it a try. As I read, I continued to go back to the front of this

book and try to determine where this book was coming from... Who wrote it? Where? Anything to

give me more clues... I eventually read it, although I was very aware of where this was going..... or

so I thought.... It is short. It is odd to say the least. To this day, I have no idea if this is a true story or

if someone faked it like a mocumentary. Every time I see the cover in my ebook collection, I stop

and consider it.... It is eerie... It makes me wonder.... Is this real? Could it be? Read it and share

your thoughts please. I need others opinion. This book haunts me because I too am gullible and

want to see the best in others....

I have to say, after the introduction and understanding that the book was written from a prison in the

story gave an early clue to this perfect Satire. It's hard to miss all the clues that the narrator was

being steered in the wrong direction and at the end I'm relieved to say that it was wrapped up rather

humorously with the situation. It's not often a type of story I like but for a satire it hits home pretty

close.

This book is a complete wast of time and effort. I can't figure out why I read the book all the way

through. To tell the truth this book is not worthy of any stars. I know it's fiction and young an cheek

but it is by far the very worst book I have read in years. I won't seek out any other books by this

author he would have been better off not even putting the first word in print on this stinker.

Jim Homephjph has an outlook that will change your life, or at least your outlook on self help gurus.

If you are a slow one you may have missed the title and the implication that this book is fiction. It is



a fun read but does also have some interesting insights. I pictured Jim Homephjph as Robert

California from the office.

This may be the most self serving book ever written. The author follows this guy around and writes

about how he takes advantage of others. The author doesn't even mind when he is a victim. This is

not worth reading.

This book delivers the giggles. It is great for the price and it presents an interesting story concept. I

started finding some jokes repetitive though, but that might just be me. You should try it if you are

stressed or on the toilet too =-)
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